Upcoming Special issue

INNOVATION IN PHARMACY AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES:

Special Issue in SCOPUS indexed Q2 journal

JAPS Journal of Applied Pharmaceutical Science
Cite Score: 2.3, SJR: 0.281

Authors are invited to submit their high-quality full-length papers based on various disciplines of Pharmaceutical And Allied Sciences.

Paper submission will be a two-stage process. In the first stage, authors are requested to submit their full-length paper through the conference registration link https://forms.gle/km2Qxw6ZjyB6486. The paper will be reviewed by the internal scientific committee of Uttarakhand University for the technical and scientific content. The corresponding author of the manuscript will be notified through the mail for the submission of their full-length paper in the journal.

Online paper submission in Journal

After approval by the internal scientific committee, in second stage manuscripts will be submitted by any one of the authors (preferably the corresponding author) through the online link https://www.ejmanager.com/my/japs/ of the journal.

Last date for paper submission to the conference

APRIL 15, 2023
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